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Hello! My name is Ian.

I’m a team co-manager or captain whatever 
you wanna call it

I also do a lotta cad and 3d printing.

* My first picture at BHS… amazing



3D Printing: What?



What is 3D Printing?
3D printing allows the user to create parts of nearly every shape through different techniques

🔸 Fusion Deposition Modeling: the most common technique (to the right)
→ layer-by-layer
→ Adding material (plastic, but can be others in industry)

🔸 Other industrial techniques include:
→ Stereolithography: first kind of printer. Uses lasers to harden material
→ Selective Laser Melting: heats powder, adds another layer
→ Laminated Object Manufacturing: very cool



How to start printing: Makerbot Print!
This software is a slicer, meaning that it turns .stl CAD files into a format the printer can read and sends 
it off to the printer (gcode) or export it to a file.

🔸 This software is not a CAD software… not a good one at least.
🔸 Possible operations: scale, move, duplicate, add more files, change material
🔸 After the part is positioned, it is important to get the printer settings right.

→ Nozzle temperature, layer height, nozzle speed



Acetone: The glue, smoother, and hazard!
We have acetone!

🔸 This can glue parts together and smooth them (if done right)
→ This is super useful for making larger parts. Acetone results in highest quality.
→ Superglue is also a quick option for fusing parts together, discoloration though.
→ Epoxy: A rigid glue good for rigid parts.

🔸 It’s a fire hazard and can be toxic to breathe too much
→ Don’t burn it dumdum
→ You may feel dizzy from the fumes if you use too much. Don’t.

🔸 Smoothing
→ Vapor bath: mildly dangerous. Ventilate or do outside!
→ Hang model over acetone container in warm water. Boiling pt 132 *F



Soluble Filament
Our large printer has soluble filament that can dissolve in water, but it helps to 
have a basic solution.

🔸 Prints always have supports for places that need to be printed but aren’t on 
top of a previous layer.
→ Soluble filament helps dissolve the filament afterwards.
→ Conventional filament can also be used, but it requires pliers (usually) to get them off.

○ Sometimes this might not even be possible because it’s in a small space.
→ Soluble filament is also nice for printing assemblies with moving parts in 1 print.



3D Printing: When to use



What is 3D printing used for?
3D-printed parts can be durable… only under certain circumstances

🔸 Shear forces are bad!
→ These are forces parallel to the layers
→ Smoothing with acetone can help because the layers are more melted together.

🔸 Perpendicular forces on thick surfaces are optimal!
→ Unlike the layers sliced horizontally, slicing any other way reveals layers more melted 

together.

🔸 Putting massive force on 3d printed parts is usually jank. However, if you 
want small forces put on the object, do it in the right direction

or else



Techniques Practice!
Let’s go into makerbot print!



What is 3D printing used for? (cont.)
3D-printed parts have MANY applications.

🔸 Mean Machine (2471) and My Favorite Team (3024) had a 3d-printed swerve 
back in 2019. (Very based)

🔸 We used them for missing encoder gears (less force)
🔸 Printing unique spacers are also a good use! (used in 2018-19)
🔸 Should not be used for things like…

→ Wheels
→ Bellypans
→ Anything that crashes into other robots
→ Anything with lots of force

Using the wrong material isn’t good. 
Aluminum churros > food churros



Questions?!
I wish I had our 3d printer to show off :(


